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A medium-scale quantum computer with full universal quantum computing capability is necessary for various
practical aims and testing applications. Here we report a 34-qubit quantum virtual machine (QtVM) based on a
medium server. Our QtVM can run quantum assembly language with graphic interfaces. The QtVM is imple-
mented with single qubit rotation gate, single to multiple controlled NOT gates to realize the universal quantum
computation. Remarkably, it can realize a series of basic functions, such as, the “if” conditional programming
language based on single-shot projective measurement results, “for” iteration programming language, build in
arithmetic calculation. The measurement can be single-shot and arbitrary number of multi-shot types. In ad-
dition, there is in principle no limitation on number of logic gates implemented for quantum computation. By
using QtVM, we demonstrate the simulation of dynamical quantum phase transition of transverse field Ising
model by quantum circuits, where 34 qubits with one million gates are realized. We also show the realization of
programmable Shor algorithm for factoring 15 and 35.
In the past years, great progress has been made in
quantum computation and quantum simulation [1–9].
The present universal quantum computers based on phys-
ical qubits are around dozens of qubits. Still, its operation
is limited by the number of logic gates and the fidelity is
not satisfying. The implementation of a quantum com-
puter with relatively large number of qubits and full uni-
versal computing capability is still challenging. On the
other hand, we expect that a universal quantum computer
will be powerful in solving some specific problems with
quantum speedup. In particular, much work has been
done to transfer various problems to quantum circuits
which can be processed by a quantum computer. For in-
stance, the software package OpenFermion enables the
simulation of fermionic models and quantum chemistry
models on quantum hardware with outputs in a string a
quantum gates [10]. A platform possessing either phys-
ical or digital qubits for universal quantum computing is
in demanding.
Efforts have also been made to simulate quantum cir-
cuits by classical computer, for example, to give output
by entire final vector state or just provide amplitude for
any given qubit-string in computational bases [11–16].
Those two approaches have respectively advantages on
depth of the circuits or number of qubits realizable. In
general, there is a trade-off relation for these two ad-
vantages, balancing between either universality about the
tasks or the number of qubits. Here, we report a univer-
sal quantum computing simulator, in name of quantum
virtual machine (QtVM). It performs like a real quantum
computer. The QtVM is realized on a medium server.
There is no limitation on the depth of the circuits. It pos-
sesses 34 qubits for universal quantum computation.
Our QtVM has both graphic interfaces and quantum
assembly (QtASM) language for input. The input file is
compatible with QASM such that the QASM codes can
directly run on QtVM. With this platform, we can imme-
diately perform a series of quantum computing tasks, for
example, simulate physics of quantum many-body sys-
tems with high precision and run programmable quantum
algorithms. Our QtVM is simple for operation, various
measurement results are attainable such as single-shot,
multi-shot, or the entire vector of the output state. With
this platform online accessible for public, it is then in
demanding to design more algorithms and explore more
practical applications for such kind of quantum comput-
ers.
The QtVM is defined as a computing machine, its be-
haviour is like a L-qubit register and a classic register.
It is capable of realizing quantum logic gates and per-
forming projective measurements in computational basis
on the quantum register. The single-shot measuring re-
sults are put into classic register. The arithmetical ability
on the classic register and jumping for quantum opera-
tion is implemented. This basic function is necessary, for
example, in implementing the logical gates teleportation
scheme, see Fig. 1 for explanations and codes.
Operations on the QtVM is defined by its instruction
set. It is consisted of quantum gates (X ,Y ,Z,S,S†,H ,C-
NOT), arbitrary single-qubit gates, arbitrary multi-qubits
control-unitary gates and classic instructions including
measuring, conditional jump and unconditional jump.
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2FIG. 1. Circuit for teleportation. This circuit includes
quantum operations depending on the single-shot measure-
ment results. The three qubits are labeled as 0,1,2 from up
to down. The codes to realize this circuit are as follows,
h(1), cnot(1,2), cnot(0,1), h(0), meas(0,1) , meas(1,2),
cif(2, ‘x(2)′), cif(1, ‘z(2)′). Code meas(0,1) implies to
measure qubit 0 and put the result to classical register labeled
as 1. Code cif means that if the value in classical register is 1,
perform the quantum operation; if it is 0, do nothing.
The quantum instructions are closely bounded up with
quantum operations on real device and its abstraction ca-
pabilities of representing arbitrary gates is very useful
for program optimizing and portable binary distribution.
In addition, QtVM has a friendly interface which is de-
fined by a qtvm context C structure, therefore, it enables
to program and organize a series of QtVM instance with
object oriented programming (OOP) model.
It is known that the classic memory required to store
the state of a L-qubit quantum register grows exponen-
tially with respect to L and hard to be stored in the mem-
ory. Meanwhile, the storage used to store the matrix rep-
resentation of a quantum operation also grows exponen-
tially, even making used of sparse matrix formats such as
compressed sparse row (CSR). However, most of the op-
erations on a quantum computer has a high instruct sym-
metry, which could be represented by product of only
several small matrices. Therefore, we implemented a
basic linear algebra system (BLAS) optimized for those
simulation applications. The operation is represented by
a sequence of QtVM instructions, and some QtVM im-
plementation perform those instructions on data struc-
tures, which depends on the system configuration and the
size of quantum register.
The lowest level of QtVM simulation implementation
is QtVM sector. It operates on two chunks of contin-
uous memory. The real and imaginary parts are stored
separately in these chunks so that adjacent positions in
the memory store same type of elements, in order to
make full use of superscalar instructions. This QtVM im-
plementation provides support of parallel computing on
symmetrical multi-processing (SMP).
The second level of QtVM simulation implementation
is QtVM pagetable which is designed to handle large-
scale simulation efficiently. It manages several QtVM
sector instances which each corresponds to a region in
the address space of the entire vector. A QtVM lazy-eval
instruction queue is assigned to each of the QtVM sec-
tor instances. The instructions which could be executed
independently on each QtVM sector instance would be
pushed into the queue, and the instructions which re-
quire interactions between several sectors would either
be executed by a quick virtual address reorder or trig-
gering a synchronizing event. When a synchronizing
event is triggered, the sequence in each instruction queue
will be optimized and then executed by the correspond-
ing QtVM sector. For large scale simulation, the sectors
could be configured to be stored in the disk, and the lazy-
eval mechanism and preloading subroutine merges I/O
requests and reduce page faults. It is possible to use the
pagetable structure and lazy-eval mechanism to build dis-
tributed simulators.
The consistent intermediate representation and virtual
machine (VM) model provides possibility to build uni-
versal tools for quantum computing. QtVM currently
features an assembly language (ASM) compiler with m4
preprocessor and a C/C++ runtime library, which both
have Turing-complete ability. It is also convenient to
use external C/C++ scientific library using the runtime
library and bind it to other languages. Code optimization
routines are provided, which is used in the compilers and
QtVM pagetable implementation. A debugging tool is
also provided, which is able to transverse the probability
tree of a quantum program, and inspect the state vector
and current instruction sequence. The time behavior and
codes for QtVM are presented in supplemental material.
Simulating quantum dynamics on QtVM.—One of the
main aims of the quantum computer is to simulate prop-
erties of many-body systems, specifically dynamical fea-
tures [7–9, 17–30]. The quantum simulation can be per-
formed on various experimental platforms such as super-
conducting qubits, trapped ions and cold atoms etc. Also
various numerical methods such as quantum Monte Carlo
[31], density matrix renormalization group [32, 33] and
tensor networks are also successful in investigating vari-
ous physical problems.
A universal quantum computer can simulate quantum
systems by realizing quantum circuits consisting of quan-
tum logical gates. Here, we present QtVM in emulat-
ing dynamical quantum phase transition (DQPT) of Ising
model with transverse field [34, 35]. The Hamiltonian of
the model is written as
H(g) = −∑
j
σzjσ
z
j+1 + gσxj , (1)
where the periodic boundary condition is assumed. The
time-evolution operator is U(t) = e−itH(g). By applying
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FIG. 2. Quantum circuit and simulation. (a) A L-qubit quan-
tum circuit for time evolution of transverse field Ising model
is shown. One Suzuki-Trotter step is presented in the begin-
ning (left), and one step is presented in the final stage (right).
After evolution, a measurement is performed on qubit 1 for av-
erage magnetization due to translation invariant symmetry. We
fix N = 500 steps of Suzuki-Trotter decomposition. Each step
is almost the same except the rotation angles in single qubit
gates. Three cases of qubit numbers are implemented in QtVM,
L = 10,20,34. (b)-(c) The upper panels are dynamics of mag-
netization after a sudden quench from the same initial condition
H(g0 = 0) to H(g1 = 2) in (b) and H(g1 = 0.5) in (c), re-
spectively. The lower panels show the function of free energy
density. Here, L(t) are analytical results in thermodynamical
limit. The initial state is ∣000...00⟩. In the case of g1 = 2, when
t = (n + 1/2)t∗ and t∗ ≈ 1.83, we find that m¯z = 0 corre-
spond exactly to that L(t) is nonanalytic. The correspondences
are shown by dashed lines in (b). The results demonstrate that
the simulation of DQPT agree well with theoretical expectation.
While in case of g1 = 0.5, m¯z is always larger than 0 and L(t)
is always analytical, implying no DQPT will occur.
Suzuki-Trotter decomposition,
eAˆ+Bˆ = lim
N→∞(eAˆ/NeBˆ/N)N (2)
with error in order of O(1/N2), the time-evolution oper-
ation can be represented as,
U(t)=[∏
j
eit/Nσzj σzj+1∏
j
eigt/Nσxj ]N+O(1/N2). (3)
We then can decompose U(t) into the combination of
elementary quantum logical gates.
Explicitly, we have e−iθσz1σz2 = C-NOT12 ⋅ Rz2(θ) ⋅
C-NOT12, where C-NOT12 is C-NOT gate with qubits
1 and 2 being controlling and target qubits, respec-
tively. Gate Rz(θ) = e−iθ/2σz is single qubit rotation
gate around z-axis with angle θ. The initial state can
be either ∣000...00⟩ or ∣111...11⟩, both are ground states
of H(g = 0) in ferromagnetic phase. The dynamics of
the system is characterized by time evolution of magne-
tization. Due to periodic boundary condition, the qubits
chain is translational invariant. Thus, the magnetization
m¯z can be obtained by measuring just one qubit in z-axis.
In simulation, we implement L qubits and N steps of
Suzuki-Trotter decomposition in QtVM. For the largest
case, we have L = 34 qubits, N = 500 steps. The total
number of gates is 6.8 × 104, however, this number can
be further increased. It is obvious that for this simulation,
the for language is necessary to realize the iteration for
steps in Suzuki-Trotter decomposition.
Fig. 2 represents the quantum circuit and the simula-
tion results. Firstly, we simulate the sudden quench from
g0 = 0 to g1 = 2, i.e., from ferromagnetic phase to param-
agnetic phase across the critical point of phase transition.
The time evolution curve of magnetization is displayed in
Fig. 2(b). According to Ref.[34], when t = (n + 1/2)t∗,
the average magnetization m¯z = 0, DQPT will occur.
Here, t = pi/k∗(g1), cosk∗ = (1 + g0g1)/(g0 + g1),
k(g) = √(g − cosk)2 + sin2 k. In this case, t∗ ≈ 1.814,
indeed the critical time obtained from magnetization in
simulation conforms exactly with analytical results in
thermodynamical limit. Then, let g2 = 0.5, that is, both
initial and quenched Hamiltonian are in the same phase.
We know that there is no DQPT, which means that m¯z
has no zero point. The simulation result shown in Fig.
2(c) agrees with the theoretical expectation.
In Supplemental Material, we present more QtVM
simulation results of sudden quench dynamics of trans-
verse field Ising model, of which the number of total
gates can approach 106 with 34 qubits.
Programmable Shor algorithm realized in QtVM.—
The main task of quantum computation is to run quantum
algorithms [36], such as quantum Fourier transformation
[37], Grover search [38] and Shor algorithm which was
realized for special cases in various experimental plat-
forms [39–45]. Shor algorithm is known for factoring
numbers which can be applied to attack the widely used
public key cryptosystem. Now, we use QtVM to demon-
strate the realization of Shor algorithm. The circuits of
Shor algorithm are for general purpose, the multiplication
of any two primers can be factored. Thus the codes are
applicable for different tasks of factoring. In this sense, it
is programmable. Here we present two cases in factoring
15 and 35 for demonstration.
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FIG. 3. Quantum circuit of Shor algorithm. (a) The quantum
circuit of Shor algorithm is presented, where i is an integer
among 0,1, ..., t − 1 and L is the number of qubits we need
to save N , satisfying L = ⌈log 2N⌉. (b) This figure shows the
operation ‘×2 mod N ’. To realize the ‘plus’ and ‘minus’ we
use the scheme in Ref.[46], and another L qubits are needed to
complete these two modules. (c) The left plot is the operation
‘×2’, while the right one is ‘÷2’. They are both the combination
of SWAP gates.
Giving two positive coprime integers x and N , x < N ,
the order of x modular N is defined as the least positive
integer, r, such that xr = 1(mod N). The key problem
of order-finding is to determine the order for some spec-
ified x and N . When we have an integer t large enough,
the order-finding algorithm could solve the problem effi-
ciently. The procedure of this algorithm is shown as
• ∣0⟩⊗t∣1⟩
• 1√
2t
∑2t−1j=0 ∣j⟩∣1⟩ ( Apply Ht)
• 1√
2t
∑2t−1j=0 ∣j⟩∣jx mod N⟩≅ 1√
r2t
∑2t−1j=0 ∑r−1s=0 e2piisj/r ∣j⟩∣us⟩
(Apply C −Ux,N )
• 1√
N
∑r−1s=0 ∣s̃/r⟩∣us⟩ (apply F +)
• s̃/r
• r .
Here, the definition of Ux,N and ∣us⟩ is as following
Ux,N ∶ ∣y⟩→ ∣xy(mod N)⟩ (4)
∣us⟩ ≡ 1√
r
r−1∑
k=0 exp[−2piiskr ]∣xk mod N⟩ (5)
To compress as much as possible the number of qubits
we need, we use a x as 2 so that we do not need too many
qubits to save x and operate the multiplication. We only
need swap gates and some C-NOT gates to complete the
modular multiplication. The whole circuit is composed
of t steps. The i’th step is shown as Fig.3(a)-(c) (i from
0 to i − 1). After each step, we write down the result of
the measurement and initialize the first qubit as ∣0⟩. The
final result is a bit array as atat−1...a1. And the arrays
that most probably come out should be those which sat-
isfy 0.atat−1...a1 ≈ k/r, where k is an integer among
0,1, ..., r − 1.
I. Example of factoring 15. We set state ∣N⟩ as ∣1111⟩
which means N = 15. We use t as 4 and fetch 4 bits of
measurement results. For ths case, we require 16 qubits
in QtVM. (The least number of qubit we need is 3L + 3,
L = 4 for factoring 15, L = 6 for factoring 35). The
procedure repeated for 1000 times. The result of the pro-
cedure is shown as Fig. 4(a).
The result r should be 4. According to Shor algo-
rithm, the possible results of the final classical array,
atat−1...a1, of the quantum procedure are 0000, 0100,
1000, 1100, and the possibilities of them are equal.
Fig. 4(a) conforms this expectation showing four equal
probabilities for the corresponding classical arrays. Each
of the arrays corresponds to a nonnegative integer value
of k smaller than r. They indicate the four possible re-
sults of k/r — 0.0000, 0.0100, 0.1000 and 0.1100. The
other twelve 4-bit arrays are impossible to come out.
The output demonstrated in QtVM as shown in Fig. 4(a)
shows that we have utilized the order-finding algorithm to
find a proper value of r, 4. According to Shor algorithm,
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FIG. 4. (a) The result of QtVM in factoring 15. The number
of single-shot measurement is 1000. The probabilities in four
cases are almost equal. (b) The result in factoring 35. The num-
ber of single-shot measurement is 100. We find that 12 cases
happen with or more than 4 times, identifying the correspond-
ing output.
the first factor is gcd(2(r/2)−1,15) = gcd(3,15) = 3 and
the other one is gcd(2(r/2) + 1,35) = gcd(5,35) = 5.
II. Example of factoring 35. We set state ∣N⟩ as∣100011⟩ to factor 35, t = 8 and fetch 8 bits for output.
We need 22 qubits, the procedure repeated for 100 times.
One result is shown as Fig. 4(b), another one is shown in
supplementary material.
Slightly different from the case of factoring 15, when
we factor 35, the probabilities of the possible results of
the final classical arrays are not equal. Actually if we re-
peat the procedure for infinite times, the frequency func-
tion of the arrays will show 12 sharp peaks. Each of the
peaks represent a binary decimal, 0.atat−1...a1, and cor-
responds to a nonnegative integer k smaller than r and a
k/r.
In Fig. 4(b), the result r should be 12 and we find
12 arrays that happen more than 4 times. They form
the 12 peaks. Their values of the binary decimals,
0.atat−1...a1, are very close to the k/r , showing that
we have obtained a proper result using the order-finding
algorithm. According to Shor algorithm, the first factor
is gcd(26 − 1,35) = gcd(63,35) = 7 and the other one is
gcd(26 + 1,35) = gcd(65,35) = 5.
Conclusion and perspective.—In summary, QtVM be-
haves like a universal quantum computer. It can run quan-
tum algorithms and perform quantum simulation. We
should emphasize that the digital simulator for univer-
sal quantum computation meets the exponential problems
for such as memory in terms of qubits number. QtVM
is a perfect platform in testing quantum algorithms and
for quantum simulation with relatively large number of
qubits.
QtVM is a classical computer. It is useful in exploring
the bound of quantum supremacy. It can be used for vari-
ous quantum computation tasks based on its universality.
It is accessible online [47].
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8SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Quench dynamics of transverse field Ising model
Here, we present the simulation results of sudden quench dynamics of transverse field Ising model. Similarly, we
choose ∣00, ...,0⟩ as the initial state. For longitudinal susceptibility, i.e., m¯z , when quenching to the paramagnetic
phase, m¯z tends to zero, while when quenching to ferromagnetic phase, m¯z tends to a finite value. The explicit
simulation results by meas of QtVM are shown in Fig. 5(a). For transverse susceptibility, i.e., m¯x, there is a analytical
solution
mx(t) = 2
L
∑
0<k<pi [g0 + coskω0 + (g − g0) sin
2 k
ω2ω0
(1 − 4 cosωt)]. (6)
Here, ω = k(g), ω0 = k(g0). See Fig. 5(b), the red line is the analytical result, while the other two dashed lines are
results of QtVM. We find that, for Suzuki-Trotter decomposition, when ∆t = 0.02, the result can converge for long
time. However, since the analytical solution is obtained by Jordan-Wigner transformation, the boundary correction
term is neglected. Therefor, the analytical solution and simulation result will exist deviation after long time enough.
(a) (b)
FIG. 5. Simulation results of sudden quench dynamics of transverse field Ising model. (a) The dynamics of magnetic susceptibility
in z-axis with 34 qubits. Here, ∆t = 0.02, 7500 steps of Suzuki-Trotter decomposition are performed. The total number of logical
gates is about one million, that is, 34 × (3 + 1) × 7500 = 1,020,000. This calculation is performed in about 20 days in QtVM. (b)
The dynamics of magnetic susceptibility in x-axis with 30 qubits and g = 2.
9FIG. 6. The performance of QtVM. The figure shows the running time (y axis) for 200 gates with 100 single-shot measurements for
different number of qubits (x axis). We emphasize that the 100 single-shot measurements means that we should repeat 100 times the
task. The 200 gates include 100 single qubit gates and 100 CNOT gates. The running time grows almost exponentially for number
of qubits.
FIG. 7. A different result in factoring 35. As in the main text, the number of single-shot measurement is 100. We find that 12 cases
happen with or more than 3 times
10
FIG. 8. The QtVM code for simulating dynamical phase transition with 10 qubits.
11
FIG. 9. The code for Shor algorithm.
